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SUMMARY

In order to facilitate the identification of factors and
pathways in the cellular response to UV-induced
DNA damage, several descriptive proteomic screens
and a functional genomics screen were performed in
parallel. Numerous factors could be identified with
high confidence when the screen results were super-
imposed and interpreted together, incorporating bio-
logical knowledge.Asearchabledatabase,bioLOGIC,
whichprovides access to relevant information about a
protein or process of interest, was established to host
the results and facilitate data mining. Besides uncov-
ering roles in theDNAdamage response for numerous
proteins and complexes, including Integrator, Cohe-
sin, PHF3, ASC-1, SCAF4, SCAF8, and SCAF11, we
uncovered a role for the poorly studied, melanoma-
associated serine/threonine kinase 19 (STK19). Be-
sides effectively uncovering relevant factors, the
multiomic approach also provides a systems-wide
overview of the diverse cellular processes connected
to the transcription-related DNA damage response.
INTRODUCTION

The cellular response to bulky DNA lesions, such as those

induced by UV irradiation is multi-faceted. The effect of such

damage on transcription is particularly complex. Bulky DNA le-

sions in the transcribed strand cause stalling of RNA polymerase

II (RNAPII), resulting in a block to transcript elongation. Damage-

stalled RNAPII then functions as amolecular beacon that triggers

transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair (TC-NER), the

process whereby DNA damage in the transcribed strand of

active genes is preferentially removed (Gaillard and Aguilera,

2013). On the other hand, if the DNA lesion for some reason

cannot be removed by TC-NER, a mechanism of last resort en-
Cel
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sures that RNAPII is ubiquitylated and degraded by the protea-

some, enabling repair by other mechanisms (Wilson et al., 2013).

Importantly, bulky DNA lesions not only block RNAPII prog-

ress, but also affect transcription genome-wide so that even

un-damaged genes temporarily cease to be expressed (Mayne

and Lehmann, 1982; Rockx et al., 2000; Proietti-De-Santis

et al., 2006). The mechanisms and factors that underlie TC-

NER and the more general DNA-damage-induced repression

of gene expression are still poorly understood.

Cockayne syndrome B protein (CSB, also named ERCC6)

plays a key role in both TC-NER and the global transcription

response to DNA damage (Vermeulen and Fousteri, 2013).

CSB is recruited to damage-stalled RNAPII, allowing assembly

of the core NER machinery around it (Fousteri et al., 2006).

CSB is also required for the subsequent DNA incisions, permit-

ting lesion removal (Anindya et al., 2010). Importantly, CSB addi-

tionally helps regulate global RNAPII-mediated transcription.

Indeed, CSB is crucial for the general recovery of transcription

after DNA damage (Mayne and Lehmann, 1982), in a process

that is partly independent of its role in repair (Rockx et al.,

2000; Proietti-De-Santis et al., 2006). CSB contains a function-

ally important ubiquitin-binding domain (Anindya et al., 2010)

and is itself both ubiquitylated (Groisman et al., 2003; Groisman

et al., 2006) and phosphorylated (Christiansen et al., 2003), sup-

porting the idea that post-translational modifications (PTMs) are

important in the DNA damage response. Some CSB ubiquityla-

tion is carried out by a ubiquitin ligase complex containing

CSA (Groisman et al., 2006), a TC-NER factor that transfers to

chromatin only after DNA damage (Kamiuchi et al., 2002).

With these factors and mechanisms in mind, we set out to

chart the transcription-related DNA damage response. In mod-

ern ‘‘global screens,’’ the characteristics of thousands of pro-

teins or genes can be mapped concomitantly, but it is often

problematic to recognize the important candidates in a list of

hundreds of scoring proteins. In the hope of addressing this dif-

ficulty, we developed a multiomic approach. In this approach,

distinct global screens were performed under the same condi-

tions and the results then overlapped and integrated. Specif-

ically, we used quantitative proteomics to determine the impact
l Reports 15, 1597–1610, May 17, 2016 ª 2016 The Author(s) 1597
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Figure 1. Graphical Overview of the Multiomic Approach to Charting the Transcription-Related DNA Damage Response

UV-induced DNA damage has effects both at the local (‘‘repairosome’’) and the global level. The proteomic screens and the siRNA screen used to investigate the

damage response are outlined. UV irradiation (30 J/m2) was used for all proteomic analysis, while 15 J/m2 was used in the RNAi screen.
of DNA damage on (1) the RNAPII interactome, (2) the CSB inter-

actome, (3) chromatin association dynamics, (4) the protein

ubiquitylome, and (5) the phosphoproteome. This was comple-

mented with (6) a functional RNAi screen. Candidates were

then ranked based on their performance in the screens overall

and further filtered for biological relevance and technical robust-

ness and are searchable using a newly established database,

named bioLOGIC. The multiomic approach not only confirmed

the involvement of well-known TC-NER factors, but also uncov-

ered numerous new factors and cellular pathways that have not

previously been connected to the transcription-related DNA

damage response. One example is the poorly studiedmelanoma

gene STK19.

RESULTS

To uncover factors with a role in the transcription-related DNA

damage response, we carried out a combination of proteomic

and genomic screens. The UV-induced DNA damage response

has typically been studied at early time-points (30 min to 1 hr af-

ter UV exposure), but in order to also gain insight at the recovery

phase, we performed all proteomics screens with material ex-
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tracted from HEK293 cells at 3 hr after UV-induced DNA dam-

age. We hoped this would uncover factors across the whole

DNA damage response, from early events, such as DNA damage

signaling and gene expression shutdown, to late events, such as

post-incision repair factors and transcription-recovery proteins

(see Figure 1). The proteomic screens were performed under

identical conditions and all made use of quantitative stable

isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) prote-

omics (Ong et al., 2002), enabling us to distinguish between

‘‘constitutive’’ and UV-induced interactors and modifications.

Moreover, proteasome inhibition has previously been shown to

prevent dissociation of certain DNA-damage-induced protein in-

teractions (Groisman et al., 2006). We therefore also carried out

all proteomic experiments in the presence of proteasome inhib-

itor MG132.

CSB Interactome
CSB is the central transcription-repair coupling factor and is spe-

cifically recruited to damage-stalled RNAPII. The UV-induced

CSB interactome was evaluated, starting from chromatin (Ayg€un

et al., 2008). Numerous proteins became recruited to CSB in

response to UV irradiation, with the identification of TC-NER



factors such as UVSSA, the CSA-ubiquitin ligase complex

(CUL4/DDB1/CSA), and the core transcription factor II H (TFIIH)

complex validating the screen.

Excitingly, several other interesting interactions were de-

tected (Figure 2A; Table S1) (see also the searchable database

at http://www.biologic-db.org [username: guest, password:

guest01]). Only a few interactions are highlighted here. For

example, the WDR82/PPP1R10/TOX4 complex was recruited

to CSB upon DNA damage. This complex recognizes DNA ad-

ducts generated by platinum anticancer drugs (Bounaix Mor-

and du Puch et al., 2011), but a role in the UV damage

response has not previously been reported. The Integrator

complex, previously linked to small nuclear RNA maturation

and more generally to RNAPII transcription (Baillat and

Wagner, 2015), was strongly recruited as well. Interestingly,

ASUN, C7ORF26, VWA9/C15orf44, DDX26B, and NABP1/2

were recruited with strikingly similar proteomic characteristics

to those of the ‘‘canonical’’ integrator complex subunits

(Baillat et al., 2005), supporting the idea that they are de facto

Integrator subunits (Malovannaya et al., 2010). Indeed, immu-

noprecipitation (IP) of FLAG-tagged C7ORF26 brought down

all these proteins, except for NABP1 (Table S2). NABP1 is

part of the so-called sensor of ssDNA (SOSS) complex, which

participates in ATM kinase activation and repair of DSBs and

contains the Integrator subunits INTS6, DDX26B, and INTS3

(Zhang et al., 2013 and references therein). Our data thus

raise the interesting possibility that a complete, NABP1-con-

taining Integrator ‘‘super-complex’’ is recruited to CSB upon

UV irradiation.

Surprisingly, TERF2 (otherwise known as TRF2) and the

TERF2-interacting protein TERF2IP (otherwise known as RAP1)

were also recruited upon UV irradiation. Although predominantly

studied as telomeric proteins, TERF2 and TERF2IP have previ-

ously been implicated in a general response to DNA double-

strand breaks (Bradshaw et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2007), but

a connection to the UV damage response has not been reported.

Several other factors, such as PHF3, SETD2, PCF11, CDK9,

SCAF4/SCAF8, the CTD phosphatase regulator and human ho-

molog of yeast Rtt103, RPRD1B (Morales et al., 2014; Ni et al.,

2014), as well as TCEB3/Elongin A1, were markedly recruited

to CSB after UV irradiation as well (Table S1).

In the cases where it was tested, IP-western experiments

confirmed these results (Figure 2B).

RNAPII Interactome
We similarly examined the changes in the RNAPII interactome

upon UV irradiation (Figure 2C; Table S3). RNAPII is ubiquity-

lated and degraded upon DNA damage, so for this screen we

only cultured cells in the presence of proteasome inhibitor

MG132.

All RNAPII interactors previously detected by this approach in

the absence of DNA damage (Ayg€un et al., 2008) were detected,

attesting to the reproducibility of the technique. More than 70

proteins quantified in the RNAPII IP became preferentially asso-

ciated with the polymerase after DNA damage.

The well-known UV-induced interaction between RNAPII and

CSB that takes place at the site of DNA damage was detected,

validating the screen. As additional validations, the RPA complex
and RNF168—a ubiquitin ligase involved in amplifying ubiquitin

signals at sites of DNA damage (Doil et al., 2009; Marteijn

et al., 2009)—were also detected. Potential components of the

damage response were also uncovered. For example, the Cohe-

sin complex interacted much more with RNAPII upon DNA dam-

age. Cohesin has multiple functions (Dorsett and Merkenschl-

ager, 2013), including a role in the response to UV damage in

yeast (Nagao et al., 2004). The amount of Cohesin in the

RNAPII IP, as measured by the intensity-based absolute quanti-

fication (iBAQ) value (reflecting absolute protein abundance)

(Schwanhäusser et al., 2011), was much larger than that of

RPA or CSB, for example, suggesting that Cohesin association

with RNAPII increases widely; i.e., that it is not confined to actual

sites of DNA damage. Several factors connected to transcript

elongation, such as the RNAPII CTD-kinase CDK9, the histone

H3-K36me3 methyltransferase SETD2, the PAF complex, the

helicase RECQL5, and the CTD-binding proteins SCAF4 and

SCAF8 were also identified as UV-induced RNAPII interactors.

We note that it remains unknown how damage-stalled RNAPII

is initially recognized. Among proteins with a TFIIS-like RNAPII-

binding domain (TFS2M), TCEA1 and TCEA2 (encoding TFIIS),

PHF3, and DIDO1 were detected as RNAPII interactors, but

only PHF3 was recruited in response to DNA damage. The

PHRF1 protein was also recruited; it contains a PHD domain,

which binds methylated histone H3K36, possibly put in place

by the co-recruited SETD2 protein.

We also note that several proteins were lost from RNAPII upon

DNA damage (Figure 2C; Table S3). For example, interactions

with transcription initiation factors such as TFIIF (GTF2F), the on-

coprotein MYC, mRNA capping protein CMTR1, and termination

factor XRN2 were markedly reduced. Although further mecha-

nistic studies will be required, these changes might help ex-

plain the DNA-damage-induced, global transcription shutdown

observed after UV irradiation.

Chromatin Proteome
TC-NER factors such as CSA associate tightly with chromatin

only upon DNA damage (Kamiuchi et al., 2002), prompting

us to identify proteins that are associated with chromatin

before and after DNA damage (Figure 3A; Table S4). At the

same time, the chromatin proteome served as a reference

proteome (input sample) for the interactomes described

above.

Proteins with a markedly increased presence in chromatin

after DNA damage, such as EMC8 and the dehydrogenase

HIBADH were observed, irrespective of treatment with MG132.

Conversely, other proteins appeared to be depleted from chro-

matin upon UV irradiation. Some of these might be candidates

for UV-induced proteasomal degradation. More than 150 pro-

teins were markedly lost from chromatin in response to UV

irradiation in the absence of MG132, with 50 of these failing to

disappear in the presence of the proteasome inhibitor. As

expected, RNAPII was among the latter proteins, but other inter-

esting factors, such as interacts with SPT6 1 (IWS1), also disap-

peared upon DNA damage unless the proteasomewas inhibited.

The abundance of its partner, SPT6 (SUPT6H), was reduced

after UV treatment in the absence of MG132, but not in its pres-

ence (Figure 3A; Table S4).
Cell Reports 15, 1597–1610, May 17, 2016 1599
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See also Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 3. Effect of UV-InducedDNADamage

on the Chromatin Proteome, Ubiquitylome,

and the Phosphoproteome

(A) Left: effect of UV irradiation on the chromatin

proteome in the presence and absence of MG132,

as indicated. Right: enlargement of section indi-

catedbyboxon the left.A fewproteinsare indicated.

(B) As in (A), but for ubiquitylation.

(C) As in (A) and (B), but phosphorylation. Other

proteins can be searched at http://www.biologic-

db.org.

See also Tables S3, S4, and S5.
UV Ubiquitylome
We next used SILAC proteomics in combination with affinity

purification of ubiquitin remnants to identify >10,000 ubiquityla-

tion sites, proteome-wide. Of these, �900 were affected by

DNA damage. As a positive control, and consistent with prior

work by others (Povlsen et al., 2012; Elia et al., 2015b), we de-

tected markedly increased levels of RPA1- (K163, K167, K331),

PCNAK164-, FANCIK523-, and FANCD2K561 ubiquitylation upon

UV treatment (Figure 3B; Table S5).

Ubiquitylation of Cohesin subunits changed markedly upon

DNA damage: RAD21K573 became ubiquitylated, while SMC1A

appears to become de-ubiquitylated at several sites, further rein-

forcing theconnection suggestedby theRNAPII interactome. The

YBX proteins, involved in both transcriptional and translational

control (MatsumotoandBay, 2005), becameheavily ubiquitylated
Cell R
after UV irradiation as well. A connection

between YBX proteins and the DNA dam-

age response has not previously been re-

ported, but the fact that elevated levels of

these proteins occur in a number of human

malignancies and is associated with poor

prognosis and disease recurrence (Kos-

nopfel et al., 2014), is potentially significant

in this connection. Interestingly, however,

the group of proteins that appeared to

have the most marked increase in site-

specific ubiquitylation comprised ribo-

some proteins and included RPS10,

RPL7, and RPL12 (Figure 3B; Table S5).

UV Phosphoproteome
We also recorded the UV-induced phos-

phoproteome (Figure 3C; Table S6A).

Serine, threonine, and tyrosine phosphor-

ylation sites were detected. Of these, 543

serines, 91 threonines, and 1 tyrosine

(MAPK9 Y185) weremarkedly more phos-

phorylated in response to UV irradiation.

As expected, damage-induced phos-

phorylation of H2AX (H2AFX) at serine

140 was detected (gH2AX).

By analyzing the sequence motifs that

increase in phosphorylation status after

UV irradiation, we found that the ATM/
ATR consensus motif S/T-Q was generally enriched. In total,

we detected 396 S/TQ phosphorylation sites. Forty-five of these

were not described in the phosphosite plus reference database

(http://www.phosphosite.org) and 14 of these increased in phos-

phorylation in response to UV irradiation. Lists of these sites can

be found in Tables S6B and S6C.

Intriguingly, the Cohesin complex was also phosphorylated at

several sites in a UV-induced manner. Nipped-B-like (NIPBL), an

essential part of the Cohesin loading-complex, had a UV-

induced ATM/ATR phosphorylation site as well. Moreover, a

wide variety of other proteins, which have primarily been impli-

cated in the DNA double strand break response were also phos-

phorylated after UV irradiation. These included ATRIP, BRCA1,

CHEK1, CHEK2, CLSPN, FANCD2, MDC1, NBN, RAD50, TIPIN,

TP53BP1, and XRCC4, BCLAF1, and THRAP3.
eports 15, 1597–1610, May 17, 2016 1601
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putative causes (not necessarily mutually exclu-

sive) of the outcome are listed below arrows.

(C) Nascent transcription profiles across a cell

population in the absence of UV irradiation, and in

the examples from (B), used to identify siRNAs

giving rise to low and high transcription, respec-

tively. EU intensity (y axis) across the population of

cells in an individual plate well (x axis) is shown.

(D) Graphical representation of the screen result.

High transcribers are labeled green, and low tran-

scribers are red. Specific genes are indicated.

Other proteins can be searched at http://www.

biologic-db.org.
RNAi Screen
A genome-wide small interfering RNA (siRNA) screen, surveying

gene products that affect transcription after UV irradiation, com-

plemented the proteomic screens above. Briefly, Dharmacon

siRNA SMARTpools were used to induce knockdown. Upon

UV irradiation, cells were allowed to recover for 18 hr before

nascent transcription was measured (Figures 4A and 4B). siRNA

pools targeting CSB and RNAPII, which should both decrease

nascent RNA synthesis (CSB knockdown specifically so after

UV irradiation), were included as positive controls, while non-tar-

geting siRNAs, and siRNAs that are not taken up by the RNA-

induced silencing (RISC) complex and thus do not lead to knock-

down of any gene (RISC-free siRNA), were included as negative

controls. In the absence of UV irradiation, average nascent tran-

scription per nucleus (as measured by 50 ethynyl uridine [EU]

incorporation) followed a normal distribution (Figure 4C, No

UV). However, in response to UV, a distinct population of lowly

transcribing cells was clearly detectable, even after 18–20 hr

(Figure 4C, Control). siRNAs giving rise to low transcriptionmark-

edly increased the percentage of such cells (Figure 4C, Low).

Other siRNAs resulted in a significant shift of the profile toward

the right, suggesting high levels of transcription in these cells

(Figure 4C, High). The results from the genome-wide screen

are summarized in Figure 4D (see also Table S7). siRNAs target-

ing NER- or TC-NER-related gene products such as ERCC1,

XAB2, HIRA, ERCC5 (XPG), TTDA, and ERCC4 (XPF) resulted

in low transcription, and the known NER factors were generally
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significantly represented in the list of

siRNA targets that reduced transcription

after UV irradiation (p = 0.01142), vali-

dating the approach. A number of inter-

esting factors affected transcription in

this screen, including INTS2, INTS12,

ACIN1, HTATSF1, STK19, SAMD4B,

LARP7L, HNRNPCL1, NAE1, NOP58,

PRPF31, EXOSC3, FIP1L1, MOV10,

PAXIP1, ISY1, SMU1, and SNW1 (low

transcribers), as well as MED20, LTN1,

and PKP1 (high transcribers).

Although a significant number of genuine RNAi hits are likely

missed due to RNAi-induced lethality or insufficient knockdown,

the results from the functional genomics screen are particularly

important as they indicate the functional significance of the pro-

teins uncovered in the descriptive proteomic screens.

Data Integration: Individual Proteins, Networks, and
Pathways
In all proteomic and genomic approaches, long lists of protein/

gene hits are generated, but it can often be difficult to determine

which of the ‘‘hits’’ are biologically meaningful. In the multiomic

approach, information from the other screens can be used to

significantly enrich information gained from a screen in question,

greatly increasing confidence in the relevance of the result. In

addition, such data integration can often provide important infor-

mation about the potential molecular mechanisms behind the

involvement of a given gene/protein. There are numerous exam-

ples of this in the data, but here we focus on the phosphopro-

teome to illustrate the point.

It was immediately apparent that some kinases that had not

previously been connected to the transcription-related DNA

damage response must play an important role, such as the pos-

itive transcription elongation factor b (pTEFb) complex (contain-

ing CDK9 kinase). First, we found that CDK9 itself interacts much

more with both RNAPII and CSB upon DNA damage, strongly

suggesting a damage-induced role in transcription or repair.

Moreover, 21 known CDK9 partners and interactors featured a

http://www.biologic-db.org
http://www.biologic-db.org
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Figure 5. Enriching the Phosphoproteome with Results from the

Other Screens

(A) Proteins that interact with CDK9 (pTEFb) and that become phosphorylated

upon UV irradiation. Proteins are labeled increasingly blue with increasing

phosphorylation. Proteins that scored in the RNAi screen, (squares with red

border), interacted with RNAPII (small green spheres under name), interacted

with CSB (red spheres), or became ubiquitylated upon UV irradiation (yellow

‘‘dUb’’) are indicated. Examples of CSB or RNAPII interactions that increased

(black circle around spheres) or decreased (yellow circle around spheres) upon

UV irradiation are also specified.

(B) As in (A), but for proteins that interact with SRPK1.
UV-induced phosphorylation event (12.5%) (Figure 5A; Table

S8). Among the CDK9 interactors, numerous scored in the

RNAi screen and many interacted with RNAPII, CSB, or both.

Importantly, one of the CDK9 cyclins, CCNT2, scored in the

RNAi screen. HTATSF1, a pTEFb partner (Zhou et al., 1998),

was strongly phosphorylated at several sites upon UV irradiation

and scored as a low-transcriber in the RNAi screen as well. In

addition, LARP7 regulates pTEFb activity by binding to and sta-

bilizing 7SK RNA (He et al., 2008), which is in turn released from
pTEFb in a protein phosphatase (PP2B/PPP3CA and PP1a/

PPP1CA)-dependent manner (Chen et al., 2008). Interestingly,

PPP1CA scored in the siRNA screen, and both PPP1CA

and its regulatory subunit PPP1R10 interacted with RNAPII

and CSB. Indeed, PPP1R10 was markedly recruited to CSB

upon UV irradiation, like CDK9. PPP1R10 contains a domain,

TFIIS-N, which is also found in transcription proteins such as

MED26, Elongin A, IWS1, and TFIIS, raising the intriguing possi-

bility that this domain is important for PPP1R10’s proposed role

in transcription and in the transcription-related DNA damage

response in particular. Together, these results place PTEFb

(CDK9 and its cyclin partners) at the core of the transcription-

related DNA damage response.

Several well-known DNA-damage kinases were associated

with a large number of increasingly phosphorylated proteins.

For example, ATM kinase has 26 known interactors that were

increasingly phosphorylated (22.8%), and ATR (16; 19.5%) and

CHEK2 (10; 18.9%) had many as well (see Table S8). These ki-

nases are all best known for their role in signaling double-strand

breaks, reinforcing the connection to this pathway observed in

several of our screens.

We also further examined potential transcription-related DNA

damage-signaling kinases by focusing on those that scored in

the RNAi screen and were associated with a large number of

UV-induced phosphorylation events. These were SRPK1 (asso-

ciated with 20 proteins showing UV-induced phosphorylation

[9.5% of its interactors]), CSNK2A2 and ILK (both 15; 13.1%

and 7.8%, respectively), CLK2 (13; 20.6%), and CDK8 (12;

16.4%). Forty-five other protein kinases scored in the RNAi

screen, and 35 of these were associated with at least one UV-

induced phosphorylation event.

A networkanalysis of SRPK1-associatedproteins revealed that

the two most highly phosphorylated SRPK1-interacting proteins

are the tumor-associated genes BCLAF1 and THRAP3, both of

which interact with both RNAPII and CSB (Figure 5B, blue

spheres; Table S8). Another SRPK1-interacting phosphoprotein,

apoptotic chromatin condensation inducer 1 (ACIN1), is particu-

larly interesting as it also interacts with both RNAPII and CSB

and scores as a low transcriber in the siRNA screen. SRPK1 has

been reported as a cisplatin sensitivity factor (Schenk et al.,

2001), providing an intriguing link to NER. In general, SRPK1,

BCLAF1, THRAP3, and ACIN1 are associated with several net-

worked proteins (PAXIP1, HNRNPM, SRRM2, EIF4A3, PNN,

ALYREF, and STAU1) that also scored in many of our screens,

including the RNAi screen (Figure 5B). Together, these data sug-

gest a previously unrecognized role for the splicing-related kinase

SRPK1 and its network partners in the transcription-related DNA

damage response. Numerous other examples of affected path-

ways can be analyzed by the use of bioLOGIC.

Data Integration—Intersecting and Weighting Individual
Screens
Finding new factors with a role in the transcription-related DNA

damage response was the main initial motivation for this work.

To uncover such factors, we used several different approaches

to create ranked score lists. Initially, we simply awarded a point

to each gene/protein scoring above the Z score threshold in

an individual experiment. This yielded a distribution of scores,
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Figure 6. Proteins and Processes that Score

Highly in the Multiomic Screening Approach

(A) Bar graph showing the number of proteins that

scored above the Z score threshold in one or more

screen.

(B) Distribution of hits using aggregated Z scores.

(C) As in (B), but with TC-NER score weighting. In

(B) and (C), the colored wheels indicate relative

weighting of scores from individual screens (see

Figure S1A). Names and dots in red are examples

from the TC-NER training category (‘‘TCR’’). Please

note that, for clarity, even if a candidate scores

highly in several scoring schemes, it is typically only

indicated once.

(D) Biased list of interesting proteins and protein

complexes that scored highly.

(E) Proteins from the TC-NER training category that

scored above the Z score threshold (indicated by

red bar) in screens across the multiomic approach

(see Figure S1B).

See also Figures S2, S3, and S4.
from almost 2,200 proteins scoring in one screen, to only

two genes, RPA1 and ASCC3, scoring in six (Figure 6A; Table

S9). Realizing that setting arbitrary Z score threshold for inclusion

might not be ideal, we also ranked candidates based on aggre-

gate Z scores (Figure 6B; Table S9). None of these approaches

take into account the possibility that some screens might be

much better at uncovering relevant factors than others. To

address this, we created a comprehensive list of ‘‘transcription-

repair coupling factors’’ (Table S10), based on an authoritative

recent review (Gaillard and Aguilera, 2013) and our own knowl-

edge of the published literature. This category was then used

as a ‘‘training category’’ to benchmark the individual experiments
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for information value regarding the known

TC-NER factors. The underlying assump-

tion is that unknown factors in the tran-

scription-related DNA damage response

will often (although obviously not invari-

ably) follow the same pattern in the data

as the known TC-NER factors. As ex-

pected, the screens had varying abilities

to capture proteins from this training

category, with the CSB interactome, dam-

age-induced ubiquitylation, and RNAi low

transcription particularly effective in un-

covering such factors (Figure S1A).

Weighting the individual screening experi-

ments according to their performance in

this respect and applying it to score all pro-

teins increased themedian score of known

TC-NER protein from 0.17 to 0.41 (Fig-

ure 6C; Table S9).

It is important to emphasize that there is

no single ‘‘correct way’’ of compiling

score lists. However, if a factor scores

highly no matter which method is used,

this obviously increases confidence.

Nevertheless, even factors that only
scored highly by one or two methods might still be interesting

and includedwith high confidence after an assessment of the un-

derlying core data. A non-exhaustive list of high-scoring pro-

teins, which we thought to be of particular interest and of high

confidence, is shown in Figure 6D.

Next, we determined which cellular pathways are enriched in

the list of high-scoring proteins (Table S11). For simplicity, this

analysis was performed with the data obtained by weighted

scoring (Figure 6C), but similar results were achieved using the

other scoring approaches (data not shown). Gratifyingly, several

pathways related to ‘‘nucleotide excision repair’’ were enriched

(adjusted p values of 2.04 3 10�5 to 9.78 3 10�3), but other



pathways such as ‘‘mRNA translation and ribosomes,’’ ‘‘virus

lifecycle, -transcription, and -translation,’’ and ‘‘mRNA splicing’’

were highly enriched in our data as well. We also noted a

broad-based connection to ‘‘double-strand break repair,’’ which

supports the idea that the response to UV-induced DNA

damage is both multi-pronged and extensive. Importantly,

most of the pathways were not highly enriched in the individual

experiments (Table S11), consistent with the idea that the

triggered pathways can be detected with higher confidence

when taking several independent experimental approaches

into consideration.

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA), originally developed

for interpreting gene expression data (Subramanian et al.,

2005), illustrates the enrichment of NER factors in our datasets:

the proteins uncovered from this category (no less than 66 out of

the 125 proteins in it) scored widely across the screens (Fig-

ure 6E; see also Figures S1B and S2). This was in contrast to

some other gene ontology categories showing high overall

enrichment, such as ‘‘ribosome-related’’ categories, where

enrichment was based primarily on very high scores in the ubiq-

uitylation screens (Figure S3).

We also queried the screen results against the Corum data-

base of protein complexes (http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.

de/genre/proj/corum/). Indeed, the importance of a single sub-

unit of a protein complex scoring in a single screen might be

considered doubtful, but if several subunits score in several

screens, then the involvement of that complex can be stated

with greater confidence. A list of Corum complexes and their as-

sociation with the transcription-related DNA damage response

can be found in Table S12. Besides detecting repair-associated

complexes such as the ubiquitin ligase complex containing CSA,

this analysis uncovered protein complexes that have not previ-

ously been connected to the UV damage response, such as

Integrator, MeCP1 histone deacetylase complex, and several

others.

Enrichment analysis of the results from multiomic screening

thus enables discovery of new systems-wide connections in

the DNA damage response.

Integrating with Other Databases
To enable easy interrogation of the screen results, we devel-

oped a new database interface, named bioLOGIC (http://

www.biologic-db.org). Besides allowing visualization and su-

perimposition of results from different selected screens,

bioLOGIC also enables easy integration with public databases,

such as those detailing common cancer drivers, or prior

DNA damage-focused screens. Furthermore, it allows rapid

assessment of other information about a factor of interest, via

one-click links to information in databases such as UniProt,

CORUM, BioGrid, etc.

Although the multiomic approach does not integrate all pub-

licly available information and cannot substitute for expert

knowledge, it provides a powerful way of ranking genes/proteins

by their strength of candidacy of being involved in the transcrip-

tion-related DNA damage response. For example, the highest

scoring gene/protein in the multiomic screening approach,

ASCC3, was found to interact with both RNAPII and CSB, which

was independently confirmed by IP-western blotting (Figure S4),
pointing to a direct effect on transcription and/or repair. ASCC3

also becomes highly ubiquitylated and phosphorylated in

response to UV irradiation, suggesting regulation via post-trans-

lational modification. Other results showing an involvement of

ASCC3 in the transcription-related DNA damage response will

be described separately (L.W., A.S., J.S., S.B., G.P.K., M.H.,

M. Saponaro, P. East, R. Mitter, A. Lobley, J. Walker, and B.

Spencer-Dene, unpublished data), but as a further illustration

of the power of the multiomic approach, we describe the initial

findings on serine-threonine kinase 19 (STK19).

STK19, a poorly studied protein, would be unlikely to be pur-

sued based on the results from any of the individual screens,

but it scored in the top 25 of hits ranked by the weighted scoring

approach (Figure 6C; Table S9). Specifically, STK19 interacts

with CSB after DNA damage, and its knockdown affects

transcription recovery after DNA damage. Using bioLOGIC to

cross-reference all high-scoring proteins with cancer databases

made it clear that STK19 is potentially of great interest. Indeed, it

is mutated in melanoma (Hodis et al., 2012) and listed among the

Broad Institute cancer driver genes (Lawrence et al., 2014), yet

its function has remained undetermined.

STK19 Is Important for the Transcription-Related DNA
Damage Response
To further characterize STK19, we investigated the effect of its

knockdown on global transcription both in the presence and

absence of DNA damage. STK19 knockdown had little effect

on transcription in the absence of UV irradiation or on the

global shutdown of transcription immediately after DNA dam-

age (2 hr) (Figure 7A, left and middle panels). However, cells

depleted for STK19 were clearly deficient in the recovery of

transcription after DNA damage (Figures 7A, right panels, and

7B), similar to what is observed in CSB knockdown cells (see

Figure S5).

To investigate how this correlated with cell viability after DNA

damage, we also performed a clonogenic UV sensitivity assay

(Figure 7C). Gratifyingly, cells lacking STK19 were indeed UV-

sensitive, and this held true with any of the individual siRNAs

from the Dharmacon pool that knocked down STK19 (Figures

7D and 7E). We also investigated whether STK19 might work

at least partly via being recruited to DNA damage. For this pur-

pose, GFP-tagged STK19 was expressed in HEK293 cells, and

the localization of the protein tested after local laser-induced

DNA damage. STK19, indeed, accumulated in areas of such

DNA damage (Figure 7F).

These data expose the melanoma gene STK19 as a factor in

the transcription-related DNA damage response.

DISCUSSION

During evolution, cells have developed sophisticated responses

to genomic insult, ranging from delaying progression through the

cell cycle to first repairing DNA damage where it matters most,

namely in active genes. In this report, we describe a systems

approach to discovering new DNA damage response factors,

with particular emphasis on transcription.

The advent of sensitive techniques for genome- and prote-

ome-wide analysis now enables the screening of mammalian
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Figure 7. Involvement of STK19 in the Tran-

scription-Related DNA Damage Response

(A and B) Lack of normal transcription recovery in

cells lacking STK19.

(C–E) Cells lacking STK19 are UV-sensitive. The

individual siRNAs that knock down STK19 (D) also

give rise to UV sensitivity (E). The result of CSB

knockdown is shown for comparison. NT, non-

targeting siRNA.

(F) Recruitment of GFP-tagged STK19 to DNA

damage induced by laser micro-irradiation in a

diffraction-limited spot (blue arrows) or stripe (yel-

low arrows). Cells were imaged immediately before

and 2 hr after micro-irradiation.

See also Figures S4 and S5 and the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details.
cells either genetically or biochemically. The enormous amount

of data from such screens is, however, typically accompanied

by a fundamental problem—a very low signal-to-noise ratio.

Even though experimental variation can sometimes be reduced

by employing a sufficient number of replicates (typically at very

substantial effort and cost), this does not eliminate principal blind

spots in individual experimental techniques. In the multiomic

approach described here, several independent approaches are

used to characterize the same cellular response pathway. As it

explores the same process from different angles, it might be

viewed as the biological screening equivalent of the statistical

chain rule (or general product rule) of probability: it places less

emphasis on hits from any individual screen and instead focuses

primarily on factors and pathways that score in several screens.

Its primary aim is to discover new pathways/factors, and the
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approach should thus be distinguished

from ‘‘cataloging approaches’’ where

detailed information about one particular

aspect of a process/reaction is obtained.

While screens cataloguing phosphoryla-

tion, ubiquitylation, and transfer to chro-

matin in response to UV-mediated DNA

damage have previously been performed

(although in other cell lines and under

other conditions; e.g., see Chou et al.,

2010; Povlsen et al., 2012; Elia et al.,

2015a), screens to map damage-induced

RNAPII- and CSB-interactors have not

previously been reported and neither

have genome-wide screens for transcrip-

tion recovery after UV irradiation. In any

case, an integration of multiple screen re-

sults such as that described here is best

based on screens performed under the

same conditions and in the same cell

lines. It is crucial to emphasize that per-

forming several screens side-by-side

also often bypasses the pressing need

for independent confirmation that typifies

single-screen approaches; the confirma-

tion for a hit in, for example, the siRNA

screen is thus provided when the same factor also scores as

an interactor of RNAPII and/or CSB, and/or by transferring to

chromatin, and/or becoming ubiquitylated or phosphorylated

upon DNA damage. As a consequence, easy cross-referencing

between screen results and with other published screens is

important when attempting to make sense of datasets that are,

by their nature, incomplete. For this and other purposes, a

searchable web interface, bioLOGIC, was developed.

bioLOGIC
Biological datasets are becoming ever more complex so it is of

vital importance to enable quick and intuitive access. We there-

fore put great emphasis on an interactive database, named bio-

LOGIC (http://www.biologic-db.org), which makes it straightfor-

ward to retrieve data on any individual human gene or protein,

http://www.biologic-db.org


whether it has scored in our screens or not (‘‘bioLOGIC Data’’).

Importantly, bioLOGIC allows one-click access to basic informa-

tion about individual candidates in different public databases, as

well as immediate access to information about the protein’s

functional domains and about the protein complexes it belongs

to. It is possible, for example, to directly learn how other subunits

of the same complex score in the screens (‘‘Category mem-

bers’’). Finally, bioLOGIC ‘‘Categoryview’’ makes it possible to

quickly sample, for example, how all proteins within a particular

gene ontology category scored in the screens. The bioLOGIC

interface thus permits quick judgment of the relevance and

importance in the DNA damage response of any protein or pro-

cess of interest.

Pathways, Processes, and Complexes
At the systems level, the multiomic approach and bioLOGIC pro-

vide a birds-eye view of the cellular responses triggered by UV

irradiation. As expected, DNA/chromatin- and RNA-related pro-

cesses dominate the list, including processes such as mRNA

splicing, RNAPII transcript elongation, chromosome mainte-

nance, and DNA repair, and protein complexes such as Spliceo-

some, PAF complex, and MeCP1, for example.

A multi-level overlap between genome instability and mRNA

splicing has become apparent over the last few years (Lenzken

et al., 2013; Chan et al., 2014), and this connection is obvious

in our data as well. Interestingly, our data also corroborate anec-

dotal evidence for an overlap between the response to UV irradi-

ation and double-strand DNA breaks. This overlap might be

based on a re-use of response proteins and signaling pathways

for different kinds of DNA damage. However, it is equally

possible that transcription-impeding damage caused by UV irra-

diation results in double-strand breaks more frequently than pre-

viously assumed, for example through the formation of R loops

and their faulty processing, as suggested by Sollier andCimprich

(2015). Finally, it is not impossible that the doses of UV irradiation

used in our study are high enough to directly cause some dou-

ble-strand breaks or inter-strand DNA crosslinks, which could

also help explain some of the observations.

It is worth noting that DNA damage response pathways, such

as the ATM pathway, can also be activated by replication stress,

which occurs as a consequence of UV-induced DNA damage at

later time points (Zeman and Cimprich, 2014). Although we

believe that replication stress is not a major factor in our results,

a follow-up study specifically targeted at this pathway would be

required to tease apart the responses to DNA damage and repli-

cation stress.

Besides the systems level overlaps described above, unex-

pected connections were also uncovered. The high scores of ri-

bosomal subunits is a particularly striking example. This score is

at least partly due to a dramatic increase in phosphorylation, and

especially ubiquitylation, at one or more sites of a very large

number of ribosomal proteins in response toUV irradiation. How-

ever, ribosomal subunit genes such as RPS27A, RPL19, and

RPS6 also scored in the RNAi screen. Translation initiation factor

EIF3A scored in this screen as well and is ubiquitylated and inter-

acts more strongly with RNAPII upon UV irradiation. Intriguingly,

LTN1 (Listerin), a ubiquitin ligase and component of the Ribo-

some Quality Control complex (Wolff et al., 2014), also scored
in the siRNA screen. We noted with interest that ribosomal pro-

teins, such as RPS6, RPS9, and RPS15A, previously also scored

in a genomic screen performed by the Paulsen et al. (2009) lab-

oratory for genes whose knockdown result in elevated gH2AX

levels in response to ionizing radiation. Together, these intriguing

results point to an unexplored connection between translation

and the transcription-related DNA damage response that merits

further investigation.

Intriguing connections to viral infection, interferon signaling,

and the immune system are also worth mentioning. The inter-

feron system is a powerful antiviral response capable of control-

ling virus infections in the absence of adaptive immunity (Randall

and Goodbourn, 2008). The connection to interferon signaling

was mostly uncovered via the RNAi screen. First, DNA-pattern

receptors of the innate immune response scored in the RNAi

screen (Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2, TLR7, and TLR9). Further

downstream in this cascade, components of the NF-kappa B

pathway, such as CHUK, ERC1, NFKBIB, TICAM1, and NR2C2

(also known as TAK1) scored as well. Other components of the

innate immune response, such as TRIM56 (linked to TLRs),

also scored. The connection to virus biology is even more

wide-ranging, with cellular proteins linked to HIV-Tat scoring

highly in almost all screens. Again, the mechanism and signifi-

cance of these results remain to be established, but we note

that our own gene expression data (not shown), as well as those

of others (Zaidi et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2015), also suggest an

overlap between interferon signaling and the UV damage

response. It is an intriguing possibility that the sophisticated

and complex response of higher cells to viruses and infection

might have evolved from and/or adopted aspects of a more

ancient DNA damage response.

Individual Factors and Complexes
A large number of individual proteins and protein complexes

scored highly across our screens. Given our interest in transcrip-

tion and transcript elongation in particular, we are especially

interested in the unexplored role in the DNA damage response

of factors such as ASCC3 (L.W., A.S., J.S., S.B., G.P.K., M.H.,

M. Saponaro, P. East, R. Mitter, A. Lobley, J. Walker, and B.

Spencer-Dene, unpublished data), the SCAF proteins, PCF11,

PHF3, and Integrator complex. Interestingly, our experiments

point to the existence of a large Integrator super-complex,

including ASUN, C7ORF26, DDX26B, and VWA9/C15ORF44,

as well as NABP1, whichmight well be a specialized form of Inte-

grator for the DNA damage response. Indeed, Integrator super-

complex not only interacted with CSB upon DNA damage, but

subunits such as INTS2 and INTS12 also scored in the functional

RNAi screen, while others changed their level of post-transla-

tional modification in response to UV irradiation. Similarly, the

SCAF proteins, PCF11 and PHF3, also scored in several of our

screens, while PCF11 and Integrator subunits also previously

scored in an siRNA screen for increased damage signaling (Paul-

sen et al., 2009), all in all providing a solid starting point for further

detailed functional analysis of their physiological role. In general,

an involvement in the DNA damage response of these basal

mRNA processing/termination factors might potentially help

explain the dramatic downregulation of transcription occurring

upon DNA damage. However, the role in the DNA damage
Cell Reports 15, 1597–1610, May 17, 2016 1607



response of other high-scoring proteins with an often poorly un-

derstood role in transcription, such as HTATSF1, TCERG1,

RPRD1A/B, RPRD2, and SND1 certainly also merits further

study.

Obviously, the ultimate goal of any screening approach is to

uncover new factors without prior connections to the process

of interest. We believe that the multiomic approach achieved

this goal; numerous proteins of unknown function, including

several enzymes, were uncovered that are connected to the

transcription-related DNA damage response. As an example,

we followed up on two proteins, ASCC3 and STK19. Our data

on ASCC3 will be described elsewhere (L.W., A.S., J.S., S.B.,

G.P.K., M.H., M. Saponaro, P. East, R. Mitter, A. Lobley, J.

Walker, and B. Spencer-Dene, unpublished data). In the case

of STK19, there is some evidence that it is a kinase (Gomez-

Escobar et al., 1998), but no cellular function had been assigned

to the protein. Our data now place this extremely poorly studied

protein in the DNA-damage response. Indeed, the multiomic

analysis showed that STK19 interaction with CSB increases

dramatically after DNA damage in the presence of MG132.

Moreover, in the absence of STK19, transcription fails to recover

upon UV irradiation. Crucially, our follow-up experiments

showed that STK19 deficiency also results in UV sensitivity,

and the protein is recruited to sites of DNA damage. STK19

was previously identified in two cancer genomics studies of

genes that are frequently mutated in melanoma patients (Hodis

et al., 2012; Lawrence et al., 2014), making its role in the tran-

scription-related DNA damage response particularly exciting.

Uncovering the precise role of STK19 in the DNA damage

response is an important future goal.

In conclusion, by investigating a complex cellular process

from a number of distinct angles, the data presented here pro-

vides an unprecedented systems level view at the transcrip-

tion-related DNA damage and at the same time uncovers

numerous factors involved in it. The detailed study of the many

connections revealed will be a major undertaking.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Lines

HEK293 cell lines expressing FLAG-tagged proteins were used for proteomic

analysis. Cells were cultured in light or heavy SILAC medium for at least seven

generations, UV-irradiated, and allowed to recover at 37�C for 3 hr. Micro-irra-

diation and imaging was performed with a PerkinElmer UltraVIEW VoX spin-

ning disk microscope.

Extract Preparation

Cells were lysed by dounce homogenization and nuclei pelleted by centrifuga-

tion. Following nucleoplasmic extraction, the chromatin pellet was treated with

Benzonase. FLAG-M2 beads (Sigma-Aldrich) were employed for affinity puri-

fication. Elution was with 3xFLAG peptide. Antibodies were purchased from

Bethyl Laboratories, Abcam, and Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

Proteomics

Anti-GlyGly antibody (Cell Signaling Technology) was used for ubiquitin-

remnant profiling (Xu et al., 2010), with modifications to previous procedures.

Phosphopeptide enrichment was performed using TiO2 beads (Titansphere,

5 mm, GL Sciences). Upon liquid chromatography-tandemmass spectrometry

(LC-MS/MS) analysis, raw mass spectrometry data were analyzed using

MaxQuant. Parent ion and tandem mass spectra were searched against the

UniprotKB Homo sapiens database.
1608 Cell Reports 15, 1597–1610, May 17, 2016
RNAi Screen

The siRNA screen was performed in MRC5VA cells with the Dharmacon Hu-

man siGENOME library. Plates were exposed to short-wavelength UV (UV-

C) light and then incubated for a further 18 hr before labeling nascent RNA

with 50-ethynyl uridine. Automated image acquisition was performed (Cello-

mics Array Scan VTI) using a 103 objective. Image analysis was performed us-

ing HCS Studio (Thermo Scientific).

For further details, please see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

five figures, and twelve tables and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2016.04.047.
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